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	Use CSS preprocessing to streamline the development and maintenance of your web applications


	About This Book

	
		Produce clear, concise, and well-constructed code that compiles into standard compliant CSS
	
		Explore the core attributes of Less and learn how to integrate them into your site
	
		Optimize Twitter's Bootstrap to efficiently develop web apps and sites



	Who This Book Is For


	If you use CSS3 in your web development tasks and want to create maintainable and reusable code with Less, this book is ideal for you. Although you need to have some experience in web development, even beginners will find this book useful.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Compile Less code into readable and maintainable CSS
	
		Integrate Less into your own projects
	
		Reuse your code to prevent code duplications
	
		Reduce the development and maintenance time of your projects
	
		Use variables and mixins to write reusable and portable code
	
		Build a responsive grid with Less to create beautifully responsive site layouts
	
		Customize Twitter's Bootstrap 3 with Less



	In Detail


	Less is a CSS preprocessor that essentially improves the functionality of simple CSS with the addition of several features. The book begins by teaching you how Less facilitates the process of web development. You will quickly then move on to actually creating your first layout using Less and compiling your very first Less code.


	Next, you will learn about variables and mixins and how they will help in building robust CSS code. In addition, you'll learn how to keep your code clean and test it by using style guides. We will then move on to the concept of Bootstrapping and the strength of using Less with Twitter Bootstrap. Going one step further, you will be able to customize Twitter's Bootstrap 3 using Less.


	Finally, you will learn how to integrate Less into your WordPress themes and explore other web apps that use Less. By leveraging this powerful CSS preprocessor, you will be able to consistently produce amazing web applications while making CSS code development an enjoyable experience.
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The Cambridge Double Star AtlasCambridge University Press, 2009
This magnificent atlas contains the most attractive and interesting double and multiple stars for viewing with binoculars and telescopes. It is a must-have for stargazers who want to explore these fascinating objects. The first modern star atlas devoted to double and multiple stars, it plots over 2,000 selected pairs of stars, each labeled with...
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The Elements of User Experience: User-Centered Design for the Web and Beyond (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	From the moment it was published almost ten years ago, Elements of User Experience became a vital reference for web and interaction designers the world over, and has come to define the core principles of the practice. Now, in this updated, expanded, and full-color new edition, Jesse James Garrett has refined his...
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Object-Oriented and Internet-Based Technologies: 5th Annual International ConferenceSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th Annual International Conference on Object-Oriented and Internet-Based Technologies, Concepts and Applications for a Networked World, Net. Object Days 2004, held in Erfurt, Germany, in September 2004.
The 15 revised full papers presented together with an invited paper were carefully...
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Low Earth Orbital Satellites for Personal Communication Networks (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 1997
This is the first comprehensive analysis of one of the hottest  topics in communication systems today -- the application of low earth  orbital (LEO) satellites in personal communication networks (PCNs). LEO  satellites are the most promising tools for establishing global PCNs  and yet their use can be problematic.
The book describes the...
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Signal Processing in Noise Waveform Radar (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 2013

	This book is devoted to the emerging technology of noise waveform radar and its signal processing aspects. It is a new kind of radar, which use noise-like waveform to illuminate the target. The book includes an introduction to basic radar theory, starting from classical pulse radar, signal compression, and wave radar. The book then discusses...
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Identity Attack Vectors: Implementing an Effective Identity and Access Management SolutionApress, 2019

	
		Discover how poor identity and privilege management can be leveraged to compromise accounts and credentials within an organization. Learn how role-based identity assignments, entitlements, and auditing strategies can be implemented to mitigate the threats leveraging accounts and identities and how to manage compliance for regulatory...
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